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Contributing writers include other
named and unamed individuals, all
owners within the community,
expressing their own viewpoints in
this forum. Articles without a byline
are presented by the editorial staff.
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Please feel free to participate in any
way, from submitting articles and/
or opinions to volunteering in some
capacity. Thanks and we look forward to your input. Email us at
contact@ttpnewsletter.com.
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There are other articles on this topic elsewhere in this edition
that more closely address some of these the issues in detail; but the
focus in this writing is the big picture KPOA financial trends and

○

The current board has just announced that member assessments
for the coming year will rise again, by 14% year-to-year, a rate roughly
ten times the currently anticipated 2011 consumer price index (CPI),
a widely referenced tool for comparing the cost-of-living. Here at
home these skyrocketing KPOA assessments are driven by (among
other factors) a clubhouse parking addition likely to ultimately cost at
least $16,000 to $24,000 (if not more after dealing with storm runoff
issues), and at least $35,000 as down payment in fees paid by everyone
to study bluff erosion (a Puget Sound Rarity unique to KP) affecting a
handful of owners that chose to develop on the bluff (and enjoy the
resulting increased property values), as well as rising reserve
allocations to recover from years of board reserves underfunding.
Meanwhile we have undoubtedly the best compensated landscape
labor on the Peninsula. (more on labor costs (our biggest expense) in
upcoming articles)
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While the US economy remains in the
tank with no recovery forecasted in the near
future and more of us move into the “fixed
income” period of our lives, KPOA Members
have our own more localized “tax and spend”
continuing jihad right at KP. Since 2003 member
“regular” (as opposed to “special”) assessments
have risen by 54.7% over that decade, far faster
than any other element of variable recurring
real estate costs, like taxes or insurance.
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member affordability of historic and continuing
board spending. The trend is ominous,
particularly for those on fixed incomes.

ANNUAL ASSESSMENTS HISTORY
Year

$

2004

524

2005
2006
2007
2008
2008
2009
2010
2011

2012

% Over
Base Yr.
(Base Year)

546
589
612
668
709
720
711
709

811 54.77%

Given the need to replenish reserves after
decades of board neglect with aging
infrastructure, and the ever rising salaries and
benefits we pay, despite a depressed labor
market, KPOA Directors continue the binge.
Meanwhile state and county property taxes are
rising, and assessed values are dropping like a
rock…but KPOA continues to spend like there is
no tomorrow.
If the current trend continues will you be able
to afford your assessments in 3 more years,
when they reach twice what they were in 2003?
How do you think such assessment levels will
affect the salability of your property should need
or want to sell? The $1000 KPOA assessment
appears to be just around the corner, as this
publication cautioned five years ago.

This is not a new problem. This publication
has cautioned on rising assessments repeatedly
since 2006. An excellent background article can
be found at the following web link:
www.ttpnewsletter.com/Newsletters/06-Nov.pdf
Page 19. in which then CFO McNulty told the
board that he planned “to keep annual assessment
increases under 15% so as not to alarm
members.” This rate of regular increase,
compounded, doubles your assessments every
five years.
The last big year-to-year jump (9.4%)
occurred in 2006 after outside capital reserve
auditors found a $1.5 Million shortfall in
recommended reserves despite then Finance
Committee Chair Bruno Richter assuring
members that the reserves were fine. With the
return of more recycled “old guard” faces to the
current board, reportedly Richter will again be
assuming a leadership role on finances after
several years of low visibility. One board
member, during the 2006 board financial
presentation by McNulty, can be heard on the
meeting recording stating “So if this means a $250
increase in regular annual assessments that would
certainly not be a hardship for most people.” So
buckle up folks, or start looking harder at the annual
budgets.
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survey results

KPNV wishes to thank all of the members who
took the time to respond to the survey that was
included with the October issue. So that the
results are properly framed, the total sample size
was about 550 which excludes duplicate
submissions from multiple property owners and
does include about 110 members who receive
the KPNV electronically. There were a total of
73 responses and that represents about a
13.27% response rate.
For those unfamiliar with mail surveys that are
intended to measure client (member) attitudes
without any specific incentive, typically the
response rates are less than a 10% of the sample
size. So the KPNV member survey was better than
the typical response from such surveys. Keep that in
mind as we look at the analysis and the detail.
The Results:
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has not taken the initiative to solicit member
sentiment before proceeding with some of their
plans. Surveys provide a sample snapshot in time
and for about 13.27% of our members they felt
compelled enough to respond but it is what’s in
the response that reflects the strong member
attitudes about what the Board is doing.
On average, there is over an 85% agreement
among those who responded, which is statistically
significant. While there is only about 70% of the
respondents who agree that the Bluffs should be
professionally managed there is a 90% agreement
about the other three questions. For those three
questions there is no question regarding the
responders position!

Noteworthy is the first question where
approximately 1/4 (24.66%) thought that the bluffs
should not be managed by professionals. Don’t be
too quick to think they feel
Yes
No
N.R.* BMAC should continue as it
Question #
has in the past, for at least sev51
18
4
1. Should the bluffs be managed by
eral of those who responded
professionals?
“NO” were being consistent
with the answers to questions
2. Should professional reports for
65
6
three and four. One member
2
tree action reports, be funded by
provided the following input
the requestors?
in his electronic response,
3. Should member’s fund bluff mitigation
which in essence said:
67
6
0
if they are responsible (for a problem)?
“I live in the trees and get no
direct view benefit from the
4. Should bluff side owners be
professional management of
67
6
0
responsible for funding their
the bluffs.” Following that
required storm water management?
thought was why should I be
assessed so those on the bluff
(Base = 73X4 = 292): Inputs all Questions 250
36
6
side, can have their waterfront
Total all Average % of Yes / No responses 85.62% 12.33% 2.05% views.There would be a cost
to me but no benefit. Thus
* N.R. = No Response
others may have that same
The Analysis:
opinion and that could account for the larger
Several key pieces of information came from this number of “No’s” on question 1.
survey and it is unfortunate that the KPOA Board
Continued on next page
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In another email response which came from a
non-resident owner who wanted to respond but
felt that the Board is not providing appropriate
information (via the Kala Pointer) to understand
the issues. She just did not have a good sense of
how critical bluff management was or should be.

President Schulte is on record as
saying it would be too much of a cost
burden for those living along the bluff
side, but it is OK for all of us to pay
for it.
Was it an issue of mitigation circumstances that
would require certain actions? It just was not
clear what direction or where the Board was
headed. Think of those who live here and share
that same thought? Bottom line, is that the board
has been derelict in its obligation to keep the
community informed of the ramifications and cost
to them if the current bluff management proposal
is implemented.
Questions 2, 3 & 4 certainly make it clear from
the 90% response that a line should be drawn
between those who receive benefit or are liable
for certain costs and the rest of the community.
The issue of who pays is clear and they have
demonstrated that costs associated with these
three items should not be borne by the
association.
A curious point of Question 4 is that 91.7% who
responded felt that those who do not manage
their storm water should be liable for the
cost of mitigation and repairs. President Schulte
is on record as saying it would be too much of a
cost burden for those living along the bluff side,
but it is OK for all of us to pay for it.
Undeniably the results of this member survey
strongly suggest that a different course should be
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set from that of where the Board is steering the
Association. Does the KPOA Board have the will
to revisit their actions and get a better sense of
what the members want not what the Board
wants?
Some members who responded took the Survey
to task for not providing space on the form where
they could jot a note about some issues that they
felt should be addressed. Perhaps a twice a year
survey would provide an opportunity for
members to provide feedback to the Board. What
you hear from the chair of the Board is that he has
his finger on the pulse of the community and all is
well. This survey does lead you to believe
otherwise.
It would be a wise Board to take the survey for
what it is and that is snapshot of member attitudes
regarding significant expenditures that are about
to be undertaken.The Board is making decisions
with no data.The hard data from this survey leads
to a different conclusion of what the members
want.

Those members who have comments
or concerns with this subject or any
other issue involving our community are encouraged to write us.
We will print your comments with
or without your name per your
request. Our governing policies
should reflect our members
concerns not just a small group of
governing individuals.
You do not need to wait for a
survey to let your thoughts be
known.
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Kala
Point
2012
Budget
You will soon have the opportunity to approve or
disapprove the 2012 budget. Meetings were held
on October 5th and 19th to discuss the budget in
detail. The bottom line for homeowners is an
estimated assessment of $811.09 compared to the
2011 amount of $709.32.This increase of $101.77
equals 14% and is, by almost anyone’s standard, a
large increase. Overall, the budget committee did
a fine job in the preparation and presentation of
the budget and the board acted responsibly in
trying to hold the line on expenditure increases
with two exceptions. Without going into much
detail, there are several items in the budget that
could reasonably be questioned by the typical
homeowner.
One of the items in the 2012 budget is an increase
of 6-8 parking spaces at the clubhouse at a cost of
at least $16,000. I think that this expansion could
be described as something that would be nice to
have but not really necessary. Most able-bodied
people can probably park on the street and walk
to the clubhouse. If it’s a matter of providing for
people who can’t walk very far, why not make
several of the existing parking spaces into those
for the handicapped?
The second, and more contentious item, is an
additional $20,000 in the budget for the bluff study.
This is in addition to $15,000 in the 2011 budget
for a total cost of $35,000. The original total cost
of the study was $46,000.The purpose of the study
is to determine the condition of all of the bluff.

As you may recall, the Bluff Committee wrote
two reports on sections of the bluff. To try to
determine the necessity of the new study, I asked
at the October 5th meeting if any structures have
been threatened by erosion of the bluff and was
told that was not the case.When I asked why all of
the homeowners should bear the cost of the bluff
study, the answer was “because it’s common area.”
While that’s obviously true, the argument is
specious. Common area amenities such as the
tennis courts, clubhouse and pool are available to
everyone. The bluff affects very few houses,
primarily those with a view.The vast majority of
homeowners have no view and no access to the
bluff. If no houses are in danger on the bluff, then
possibly this study is about trees and not much
else. For those of you following the actions of the
board and the tree committee over the years,
you know how contentious the bluff/tree issue is.
Many people believe that the bluff, being exposed
to natures forces, is going to do what it’s going to
do, and that is to erode. As I understand it, the
study will discuss the condition of the bluff but
not outline any steps to take to mitigate the
erosion. Therefore, the cost of the study could be
only the start of dealing with the bluff.
Why should every homeowner be assessed for
the cost of dealing with the bluff when it affects
very few of us? While it’s common area, so are
the storage yards, and people who store vehicles
pay for that privilege. Why not setup a special
assessment district for the bluff? There is a
provision in the CC&R’s for an assessment against
a group of owners.
At a time when many people in the U.S. are
facing an extended period of diminished
expectations, I believe that it’s more important
than ever to distinguish between need and want.
If homeowners affected by the bluff want to pay
for a study and subsequent remedies for the
erosion, they should assume the costs.
-Hank Krist
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Lethal Local Visitor Docks at Naval Magazine
Con
ver
ted Boomer Boa
yvie
w
Conv
erted
Boat
Bayvie
yview
t (?) Spotted Off Ba
KP residents with a view across the bay noted
the October visitor pictured here during it’s
re-arming visit to Naval Magazine Indian Island, tied
up on the recently installed dolphins added in past
years to accommodate large subs. This photo of
what may be a converted Ohio Class SSBN
(Trident Boomer) reconfigured to SSGN (Tactical
Trident) was captured by a KP resident while
enjoying coffee at The Bayview Restaurant the
morning of 20 October.

Surfaced in the relatively shallow Bay,
several crew are visible topside on the final
approach to the re-arming wharf at the nearby
Naval Magazine. While identifying marks are not
shown, this “Super Stealth” sub was likely one of
only four of these new conventionally-armed

weapons platforms specifically designed to support
“war on terror” missions.
These converted cold-war-era boats include
The USS Ohio (SSBN726), USS Michigan (SSBN
727), USS Florida (SSBN728) and USS Georgia
(SSBN 729). Rather than decommission these
super stealthy missile boats, capable of extended
time-on-station, responsive to the START II
missile reduction treaty, they were repurposed for
the changed global
realities post-USSR;
taking special operators
in close, and able to
launch lethal salvos of
precision cruise missiles
in a fleet support role.
With
a
robust
combination of 154
non-nuclear Tomahawk
cruise missiles in rapidfire rotary magazines
beneath 22 of the old
Trident launch tubes,
and complete on-board
provisions for up to
102 (though dedicated
facilities support only 66)
MARSOC or Navy Seal Special Operators able to
enter and exit the submerged boat undetected,
they are a formidable weapon. Special Operators
exit and enter via two converted Trident tubes
using a variety of underwater insertion platforms
Continued on next page
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such as the Seal Delivery System (SDV) mini subs. There are a variety of other undisclosed payloads
deliverable via the vertical launch tubes, reportedly including both intelligence gathering as well as UAV
precision strike-capable systems.
The SSGN platform, combining super stealth, long dwell time, and highly lethal stand-off
conventional weapons, is particularly well suited to today’s asymmetrical warfare, where more and
more sophisticated
systems are deployed
to detect and threaten
surface warships,
putting them at
high risk in coastal
waters, where they
could otherwise best
support small inland
operations.
During the critical
early days of a
regional conflict, such as that just concluded in Libya, Tomahawk Land Attach Missiles (TLAM), in
conjunction with other land attack systems and tactical aircraft, denies or delays forward movement
of enemy forces, neutralize the enemy’s ability to conduct air operations, and suppress enemy air
defenses. In addition, Tomahawk attacks high value targets such as electrical generating facilities,
command and control nodes, and weapons assembly/storage facilities.
Thus, making Tomahawk the weapon of choice
to strike reinforced, hardened targets. An ability to
launch large numbers of TLAMS from the SSGN
platform, and then immediately slip away unseen, is
tactically very useful.
Any connection between re-arming subs at Indian
Island and the recent heavily guarded container ship
that ran aground in recent weeks, only to continue on
to Indian Island once freed, would be pure speculation,
but Tomahawk missiles are similarly transported, and the level of security afforded those containers,
both surface and air, is typically not expended on “dumb bombs” more likely transported by truck.
The enforced 2000 yard blast perimeter suggests an unusual cargo.
Continued controversy surrounds the Indian Island mission and perceived threats to local residents,
but nevertheless, we need a strong defense, and Naval Magazine Indian Island, as the principal Navy
re-arming hub on the west coast, is our essential neighbor in that defense.
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Peninsula Singers
Singers’ Fall Concert

Do you have a favorite Cole Porter song? Just One
of Those Things? Let’s Do It? Anything Goes? How
about Jerome Kern? Long Ago and Far Away?
The Last Time I Saw Paris? Lovely to Look At?
They Didn’t Believe Me?
These and many, many more evergreen favorites
will be performed in new arrangements under
the title “Time With Jerome and Cole,” by the
Peninsula Singers on Saturday, November 19,
7:30 p.m. and Sunday, November 20, 2:00 p.m.
at the Trinity United Methodist Church in Sequim.
What a change of pace from Mozart’s lovingly and
masterfully performed Grand Mass in C minor last
spring!
Concert tickets are $15 for adults, $12 for seniors
and students, no charge for children 12 and under.
Purchase in advance from Sharon England at
437-5043 or at the door.
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JUS
T FOR LAUGHS
UST
sayings from
famous people

The secret of a good
sermon is to have a good
beginning and a good
ending; and to have the two
as close together as possible.
- George Burns

<><>
Santa Claus has the right idea. Visit people
only once a year.
- Victor Borge
<><>
Be careful about reading health books.
You may die of a misprint.
- Mark Twain
<><>
I was married by a judge. I should have
asked for a jury.
- Groucho Marx
<><>
My wife has a slight impediment in her
speech. Every now and then
she stops to breathe.
- Jimmy Durante
<><>
I have never hated a man
enough to give his diamonds
back.
- Zsa Zsa Gabor
<><>
Only Irish coffee provides in
a single glass all four essential
food groups: alcohol, caffeine,
sugar and fat.
- Alex Levine
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Kala Point Picture Calendars

Just in time for Christmas.
Perfect for the office, home, friends, & relatives.

Place
Your
Order
Now!
(while quantities last)

Kala Point

Only
$10

2012

Front cover photo courtesy of Doug Lee

If you have been trying to think of that perfect gift, think no more. Available now is a 13
month calendar with some of your favorite pictures in and around Kala Point! These spectacular
and beautiful photos are all taken by Kala Point resident Doug Lee.
To view photographs of each month in the 2012 calendar go to www.ttpnewsletter.com and
click on the “2012 Kala Point Picture Calendar” link at the bottom of the page.
Order Form

If you live in Kala Point you can select to have your calenders hand delivered and left at your
front door. This will save you the shipping cost. Just check the box to authorize this special
I live in Kala Point. Please hand deliver
delivery:
my order and leave at my front door.

$10 ea or
Number of calendars ordered: __________ X
2 for $19
______________
Number of calendars ordered: __________ X $3 Shipping each
Name __________________________________

=$
= $ ______________
Total ______________

Address ________________________________
City ___________________________________

Phone ______________________

State ______________ Zip _________________

Email ______________________

Make your check out to KIN and mail to: P.O. Box 816, Port Hadlock, WA 98339.
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From Michelle at Evergreen
Fitness Center:

Ex
er
cise helps ease
Exer
ercise
ar
thritis pain and
arthritis
stiffness

Tips to pr
otect y
our
protect
your
ar
t 2*
joints, P
Par
art
As you consider starting an
arthritis exercise program,
understand what’s within your
limits and what level of exercise is likely to give you results.
The following information is from an article I read
from the Mayo clinic; good stuff!
By the way, did you know (this is my ‘why we should
drink enough water’ fact for the month) that:
Drinking at least 5 glasses of water daily decreases
the risk of colon cancer by 45%, plus it can slash
the risk of breast cancer by 79% and one is 50%
less likely to develop bladder cancer. Now on
with the article:
• Start slowly to ease your joints into exercise if
you haven’t been active for a while. If you
push yourself too hard, you can overwork
your muscles. This aggravates your joint pain.
• Consider these tips as you get started:
• Apply heat to the joints you’ll be working
before you exercise. Heat can relax your joints
and muscles and relieve any pain you have
before you begin. Heat treatments — warm
towels, hot packs or a shower — should be
warm, not painfully hot, and should be applied
for about 20 minutes.
• Move your joints gently at first to warm
up. You might begin with range-of-motion
exercises for five to 10 minutes before
you move on to strengthening or aerobic
exercises.

• Exercise with slow and easy movements. If
you start noticing pain, take a break. Sharp
pain and pain that is stronger than your usual
joint pain might indicate something is wrong.
Slow down if you notice inflammation or
redness in your joints.
Trust your instincts and don’t exert more
energy than you think your joints can handle. Take
it easy and slowly work your exercise length and
intensity up as you progress.
Don’t overdo it
You might notice some pain after you exercise if
you haven’t been active for a while. In general, if
your pain lasts longer than two hours after you
exercise, you were probably exercising too
strenuously. Talk to your doctor about what pain
is normal and what pain is a sign of something
more serious.
If you have rheumatoid arthritis, ask your doctor
if you should exercise during general or local flares.
One option is to work through your joint flares
by doing only range-of-motion exercises, just to
keep your body moving.
The days are getting shorter & colder, and
Evergreen Fitness has short term memberships if
you’d like to give us a try. If you have never been
to our facility and would like a few free visit to
give it a try, call or email me and I’d be thrilled to
show you around and get you set up for a free
orientation. Please give me a call at 360-385-3036,
email: evergreenfitness@qwestoffice.net or visit
our website at www.evergreenfitness.net or stop
in at Evergreen Fitness Center…we’re just around
the corner! -Michelle West
*As always, check with your physician before
starting any new exercise plan.

Business & Service Directory
We Buy or Consign Firearms From Estates, etcBear Arms is a full service arms dealer. We buy, sell or
trade arms plus ammo, accessories, sporting goods, & military items. In Kivley Ctr, Pt. Hadlock. 385-7658.
Weekly Meal Preparation For Seniors. Want An
Easy Way To Enjoy Balanced Meals? Customized
menus, including personalized recipes and grocery
shopping. Call Heidi’s Taste of Home for a free
consultation! - 360-732-0482.
Professional Chimney Cleaning & Inspections - No
mess cleaning, lowest fee around, fast & friendly, inserts,
pellet stoves, woodstoves, minor repairs, chimney caps,
chimney accessories. Call John, 360-769-2344 or email
jev@aol.com.
Fade, Glare, Privacy & Heat Solution- 3M Window/
Skylight film blocks UV rays to protect your furnishings.
Keep your drapes open and let the sun shine in!
Call Window Scapes Inc. 385-3810
Welcoming
Staff

Your Full Service Fitness Center
• Kala Point Joining Special • Sterling Medicare Plan
• Senior Classes & Discount • FREE CLASSES
• NO enrollment fee!
• FREE Trial Membership

www.evergreenfitness.net
We’re your neighbor!
385-3036

What Lurks Under Your Home? Moisture problems?
Wet crawl space? Make your home healthier, warmer,
cleaner. For a free estimate or more information call
“Clean Space Northwest,” 1-877-698-0260.
Cont. Lic. #IronwbI097kb.
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P rressur
essur
e W
ashing Our Specialty!
essure
Washing
Make it look new again! Free Estimates

Driveways, Sidewalks, Decks & more
360-531-4821
THE CUBES (360-379-1166)

Castle Key Seafood and Steakhouse- Located in the
historic Manresa Castle, with an exciting menu featuring
fresh local seafood & all natural steaks. Experience great
food, atmosphere, and service. On Saturday nights the
Castle Key features great Live Jazz shows. 379-1990.

The Village Barber- “...Because life’s too short for a
bad haircut!” 741 Ness’ Corner Rd, Port Hadlock. Brad
Garrison Gray & Mike Clark. Tues thru Fri-9-5, Sat-9-4.
Call 385-6865.
Yards Express: Landscape Maintenance, etc. We provide
mowing, edging, pruning, weed control, and leaf & debris
cleanup on and as needed or weekly basis. We can meet
all your landscape maintenance needs. Call Tony Estrada360-531-3904 cell or 360-732-4919 office.
House Cleaning- Satisfaction Guaranteed. Reasonable
Rates. References upon request. Rubi Duran- 301-0048.
Scampi & Halibut’s Seafood Grill - Satisfy your
seafood craving. Over 70 delicious items to choose from.
Beer & wine. Get hooked daily. Catch us in Port Hadlock,
just for the halibut! 385-0161.

Professional Roofing, Cleaning & Repair :
C & M Roofing has worked for builders & residents in Kala
Point for years. For reroofing, roofing repairs or cleaning
of any type of roof, call Mike Perillo, 437-7935.
Furniture Upholstery, Fabrics, Foam and Throw
Pillows! Spruce up your rooms before the houseguests
arrive. Vintage furniture a specialty. Call Anne at A Little
Upholstery, 385-1556.
Mail Plus- All your Shipping & Packaging needs! w/
UPS, DHL, FedEx. Notary, custom T-shirts, passport
photos, pet tags, copies, biz cards, laminating/binding, banners, friendly service! Across from QFC in Castle Hill Ctr.
Why drive all the way to the Post Office? 379-1156

Avalon Hair Design- Gail Dahlman. Located just
outside the Kala Point gate at 260 Kala Point Drive.. Call
385-2640 or email gdahlman@cablespeed.com for
an appointment.

KALA POINT RESIDENTS
ONE MONTH FREE & SENIOR DISCOUNT
STORAGE & MINI SHOPS (12 X 15)

THE CUBES (360-379-1166)
63 Julian Street, PT, WA
Advertising Disclaimer
The printing of an article, classified or display advertising
does not necessarily constitute endorsement by
Kala
Point News & Views staff. Ad space is limited and
Continued
on of
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Zumba Gold Targets
Mature Adults
A Zumba Gold class
has started at the Beach
Club in Port Ludlow,
which is only about 20
minutes from Kala
Point. This exciting new
exercise routine is
designed to help
everyone get a move on
and get healthy!
According to instructor
Sheri Fernandes, Zumba
Gold is a slower-paced dance exercise program
for beginners. Persons with knee replacements,

hip replacements and those who just take awhile
longer to learn the moves are welcome. It’s really
for everyone.
Fernandes says she is here to teach students who
want to start their journey to a fit and healthy
lifestyle. Join her in Port Ludlow at the Beach
Club on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
from 10:00 to 11:00 a.m. Classes have started but
students can join at any time. Go join the exercise
party! The fee for Non-members of the Port
Ludlow Beach Club is $7 per class or can purchase
a $60 punch card for $60, reflecting the standard
Beach Club usage fee. Punch cards are good for
10 classes and will expire in August 2012.
For more information please contact
Sheri Fernandes at sherifernandes@hotmail.com
or call 360-774-6787.

